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1. INTRODUCTION
The global theories of pseudo-differential operators via symbol calculus
 wrely heavily on the Fourier transform and its inverse cf., e.g., 1, 5, Vol.
x.III . The operators are therefore defined on the Schwartz space S or, by
w xextension, on its dual S 9 of temperate distributions. In 3 Heinz O.
Cordes developed a theory of pseudodifferential operators abstractly, by
studying the structure of quotients modulo suitable ideals of certain
C*-algebras of L2-bounded operators called Comparison Algebras. We
w xshall follow 15 in calling such algebras Cordes Algebras. They are basically
generated by ``normalizing'' suitable classes of first order partial differen-
tial operators by means of an operator of the form Hy1r2, where H is a
rather general Schrodinger-type operator on R n. For Cordes algebras onÈ
w xnoncompact Riemannian manifolds cf. also 7 , and for algebras based on
w xgeneral hypoelliptic operators, cf. 16 . The importance of such algebras
comes from the fact that the study of their structure via Gelfand theory
provides elegant algebraic criteria for normal solvability of large classes of
 .partial and pseudo- differential operators.
Given a Schrodinger operatorÈ
H s yD q q , Dom H s C` R n , 1.1 .  .  .0 0 0
` n. UUwith smooth potential 1 F q g C R , and self-adjoint closure H s H ,0
one can define a Cordes algebra by
 :  : 1r2A s C* K, x r x , . . . , x r x , q L , D L , . . . , D L , .q 1 n 1 n
s C* K, l x , . . . , l x , A , A , . . . , A , 1.2 .  .  . .1 n 0 1 n
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2 1r2 ’ .  :  :  < < .where l x s x r x , x s 1 q x , D s yi ­r­ x , i s y 1 ,j j j j
y1r2 1r2  .L s H , A s q L, A s D L, K s K H is the ideal of compact0 j j
 .operators in the algebra L H of all bounded operators of the Hilbert
2 n.  .space H s L R , and C* . . . denotes the unital C*-algebra generated
 . w xby . . . . A detailed study of A was given in 12 , under the assumptionsq
< <lim q x s `, as x ª `, 1.3 .  . a
< <=q x s o q x , as x ª `. 1.3 .  .  . . b
It was proved that under these conditions A has compact commutatorsq
and
A rK ( C S2 ny1 , 1.4 .  .q
with the unit sphere S2 ny1 in R2 n.
w x  .As was pointed out in 14 , the condition 1.3 implies in particular thatb
we have
« < x < < <; « ) 0, q x s o e , as x ª `. .  .
 .In other words, such potentials are ``subexponential.'' Thus, while 1.3 isb
x x’satisfied, for x ) 0, by e , it does not hold for e . By contrast, the
 .condition 2.1 below, for 0 - d - 1r2, imposes no restriction on theb
 .  .     .. .growth of q x . Indeed a potential such as q x s exp exp . . . exp x . . . ,
with any number of iterations of the exponential function may be allowed.
Our goal in this paper is to introduce certain Cordes algebras based on
2 n.Schrodinger operators on L R whose potentials may grow as rapidly asÈ
 .one wishes at infinity, and prove that 1.4 is still satisfied. This will provide
 .normal solvability criteria for partial andror pseudo- differential opera-
tors with coefficients growing arbitrarily rapidly at infinity.
2. THE CORDES ALGEBRA A s A ANDq
ITS COMMUTATORS
2 n.Consider, on the Hilbert space H s L R , the Schrodinger operatorÈ
 .  .1.1 , where q x satisfies the conditions
` n < <1 F q g C R and lim q x s `, as x ª `, 2.1 .  .  . a
1qd < <=q s o q , for some 0 F d - 1r2, as x ª `, 2.1 . . b
and
a  < a <q1.r2qd < < < <­ q s l q , a s 2, 3, as x ª `, 2.2 . .
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 .where = s ­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x , and for each multi-index of nonnegative1 n
 . < < a a1 anintegers a s a , . . . , a , we set a s a , and ­ s ­ ??? ­ , ­ s1 n j 1 n j
 .  .­r­ x . Note that the condition 2.1 reduces to 1.3 precisely whenj b b
 w x.d s 0. Also, since the results are well known for the case d s 0 cf. 12 ,
 .we need only consider the case d ) 0. One can then write 2.1 in theb
more convenient form
Xyd < <= q s o 1 , for some 0 - d - 1r2, as x ª `. 2.1 .  . . b
 .As a final note we point out that the condition 1.3 which is included ina
 .2.1 is not necessary for all intermediate results below, and is inserteda
because we need it for the main result and are only interested in the case
of rapidly growing coefficients.
It is well known that all the powers H m are essentially self-adjoint on0
` n.C R , and have dense range. Their self-adjoint closures will be denoted0
m  . y1r2H . Now introduce the Cordes algebra A s A as in 1.2 with L s H ,q
as before. To investigate the commutators in A, let us recall the following
w xspecial case of Corollary 3.8 in 3, p. 77 :
` n.  .  1r2 .. < <LEMMA 2.1. If a g C R , and a x s o q x , as x ª `, then we
< < « «ha¨e a L g K for all 0 - « F 1.
w xWe also have the following special case of Lemma 3.3 in 3, p. 138 :
` n.  « r2 .LEMMA 2.2. Let a g C R with =a s o q , for some 0 - « - 1, as
< <x ª `, and let the constants s, r, r, t, t satisfy the conditions
 40- s-2, 0F r , tF1, 0Fr , tF2 y « , max rqr , tqt -1q sy« .
Then we ha¨e
w s x s s r r t ta, L s aL y L a s L C L q L C L , C , C g K. 2.3 .1 2 1 2
 .In particular, with s s 1 and r s t s 0, r s t s 1 or r s t s 0, r s t s 1
we ha¨e
w xa, L s K L s L K , K , K g K. 2.4 .1 2 1 2
 .  . w 1r2 xCOROLLARY 2.3. Assuming 2.1 and 2.1 , we ha¨e q , L g K,a b
and Ak s A q K G 0.0 0
 .Proof. Pick an integer m ) 0 with 1rm - 1r2 y d . Then 2.1 im-b
 1r2 m.  « r2 .plies that = q s o q , with « s 1 y 1rm. Now in Lemma 2.2
above set « s 1 y 1rm, s s 1, and for each 0 F j F m, r s t s 1 y jrm,
r s t s jrm. It follows that for some compact K g K, we havej
q1r2 mL s Lq1r2 m q L1y jr mK L jr m . 2.5 .j
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 .Using 2.5 repeatedly, we get the congruences
q1r2L ' qmy1.r2 mLq1r2 m ' ??? ' qmyj.r2 mLq jr2 m
' ??? ' Lq1r2 mod K , 2.6 .  .
w 1r2 xfrom which the compactness of q , L follows. As for the positivity of
k  .the A s A q K, note that with m s 2 j - 1r2 y d , we see from 2.6 ,0 0
1r2 myj.r2 m jr2 m 1r4 1r4  .that q L ' q Lq s q Lq mod K . Q.E.D.
w xTo prove the compactness of D , L , we need the following bounded-j
ness result whose proof is due to H. O. Cordes.
 .  .  . < <LEMMA 2.4. Under the assumptions 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 , with a s 2,a b
s 2 s  .we ha¨e q L g L H , for all 0 F s F 1.
Proof. In view of Heinz' inequality, we must only prove that qL2 g
 . ` n. 2 n.L H . Also, since D s HC R is dense in H s L R , we need only2 0
5 2 5 5 5show that qL u F C u , for all u g D , which amounts to2
5 5 5 5 2 ` nq¨ F C H¨ , ¨ s L u g C R . 2.7 .  .0
 .To prove 2.7 note that, using partial integration, we have
2 2 2 225 5 < < < < < <H¨ s y D¨ q q¨ dx s D¨ q q ¨ y 2 Re q¨ D¨ dx . 4H H
2 22< < < <s D¨ q q ¨ dx q 2 Re ­ q¨ ­ ¨ dx . .  .H H j j
2 22< < < <s D¨ q q ¨ dx q 2 Re ¨­ q q q ­ ¨ ­ ¨ dx . .  .H H j j j
2 2 22< < < < < <s D¨ q q ¨ q 2 q =¨ dx q 2 Re ­ q ¨ ­ ¨ dx . .  .H H  .j j
< < 2 2 < < 2 < < 2 2 < < 2s D¨ q q ¨ q 2 q =¨ dx y ­ q ¨ dx .  .H H j
< < 2 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2s D¨ q q ¨ q 2 q =¨ y Dq ¨ dx . .H
2 < < 2G q y Dq ¨ dx. .H
 . < < < <  2 . < <However, 2.2 for a s 2 implies that Dq s o q , as x ª `, so that
replacing q by q q N, for a large N ) 0, if necessary, we may assume that
y2 < <  .the potential q satisfies q Dq F 1r2, which together with 2.8 implies
5 5 2 < < 2 2 < < 2 5 5 22 H¨ s 2 y D¨ q q¨ dx G q ¨ dx s q¨ .H H
’ .In other words, 2.7 holds with C s 2 . Q.E.D.
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w xWe can now prove the following version of Lemma 3.5 in 3, p. 141 .
 .  .  . < <LEMMA 2.5. Let q satisfy 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 with a s 2. Then wea b
ha¨e
2 1y2 d 1y2 dD , L s L C L s LC L , C , C g K, 2.9 .j 1 j 2 j 1 j 2 j
for each j s 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof. First note that
2 2 2 2 2D , L s L qD y D q L s iL ­ q L . .  .j j j j
Next, we can write
L2 ­ q L2 s L1y2 d L1q2 dq1r2qd ­ qrq1r2qd L L . . .  . /j j
1q2 d 1r2qd  . 1r2qd  1r2 .Now by Lemma 2.4, L q g L H , and from ­ qrq s o q ,j
 .  1r2qd .which is a consequence of 2.1 , we have ­ qrq L s C g K.b j 1 j
 .Therefore the first equality in 2.9 follows, and the second is proved
similarly. Q.E.D.
w xNow we have the following analogue of Lemma 3.6 in 3, p. 142 :
 .  .  . < <COROLLARY 2.6. Let q satisfy 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 with a s 2. Thena b
for constants s, r, r, with 0 F s F 2, r q r q 2d - 1 q s, and either 0 F
r q 2d F 1, 0 F r F 2, or 0 F r q 2d F 2, 0 F r F 1, we ha¨e, for j s
1, 2, . . . , n,
s r rD L , L s L C L , C g K. 2.10 .j j j
COROLLARY 2.7. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.6, we ha¨e
w xD , L g K.j
 .Proof. Using s s r s 1, and r s 0 in 2.10 , we get
D L , L s D , L L s K L , K g K.j j j j
w xSince L has dense range, the compactness of D , L follows. Q.E.D.j
Finally, we have
 .  .  . < <LEMMA 2.8. If q satisfies 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 , with a s 2, then fora b
each j s 1, 2, . . . , n, we ha¨e
1r2q L , D L g K.j
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w 1r2 x w xProof. First, from the compactness of q , L and D , L , we getj
1r2 1r2 1r2 1r2 1r2q L D L y D Lq L ' Lq D L y L D q L s L q , D Lj j j j j
s iL ­ q1r2 L mod K . . .j
 . yd  1r2 .  1r2 .However, the assumption 2.1 implies that q ­ q s o q , sob j
yd  1r2 . 2 d d  .that q ­ q L g K, which together with L q g L H , implyj
L ­ q1r2 L s Lqd qyd ­ q1r2 L g K. . .  . /j j
The proof of the lemma is now complete. Q.E.D.
Summarizing the above compactness results, we have proved
  .  . .THEOREM 2.9. Let A s A s C* K, l x , . . . l x , A , A , . . . , A beq 1 n 0 1 n
 . ` n.  .  .  .as in 1.2 , and assume that q g C R satisfies 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 witha b
< <a s 2. Then A has compact commutators, i.e., ArK is commutati¨ e.
Moreo¨er, Ak s A q K G 0, and Ak s A q K is self-adjoint for 1 F0 0 j j
j F n.
3. THE STRUCTURE OF A r K
In this section we shall prove the following theorem which describes the
structure of ArK completely.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let A s A be the Cordes algebra 1.2 where the poten-q
 .  .  .tial q satisfies 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 .a b
 .a We ha¨e
ArK ( C M , 3.1 .  .
where the compact Hausdorff ``symbol space'' M is gi¨ en by
M ( ­ Bn = Sn ( S2 ny1. 3.2 . .q
n  . n 2 < < 2Here ­ denotes the boundary, S s j , j g R = R : j q j s 1,q 0 0
4 n n   :.j G 0 , B is the ``ball-compactification'' of R induced by x ª xr x ,0
and S2 ny1 is the unit sphere in R2 n.
 .  . b Let s : A ª C M be the ``symbol homomorphism'' i.e., s s
g (p , with the projection p : A ª ArK, and the Gelfand map g : ArK ª
 ..  .C M . Then for each maximal ideal m s x, j , j g M, each K g K, and0
 n.  .each a g C B , we ha¨e, with s s s A and 1 F j F n,A
s m s a x , s m s j , s m s j , s m s 0. .  .  .  .  .a A 0 A j K0 j
3.3 .
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The proof of this theorem will follow from the proof of Lemma 3.6
below. Before stating the lemma, however, let us make the following
w x w xstandard observations as we did in 12 . We refer to 3 for details.
First of all A has two C*-subalgebras given by
 :  : nA s C* x r x , . . . , x r x ( C B , A s C* K, A , A , . . . , A , .  . .1 1 n 2 0 1 n
and we have
A rK ( C M , .2 2
M ( j-sp Ak , Ak , . . . , Ak s j-ess-sp A , A , . . . , A , . .2 0 1 n 0 1 n
where j-sp and j-ess-sp stand for ``joint spectrum'' and ``joint essential
spectrum,'' respectively. Also, from Ak G 0 and0
n n
U 2I s L HL s A A ' A mod K , . k k k
ks0 ks0
it follows that M : Sn , so that we have2 q
 :  : n nM ( j-ess-sp x r x , . . . , x r x , A , A , . . . , A : B = S . .1 n 0 1 n q
 w x.  .However, by a standard argument cf. 3, 12 , if m x, j , j g M, and0
x g R n, then j s 0, so that in fact0
M : ­ Bn = Sn s Bn = ­Sn j ­ Bn = Sn . 3.4 . .q q q
 n.On the other hand, the dual to the inclusion C B : ArK is a continu-
ous surjection p: M ª Bn, from which one obtains the ``wave front space''
y1 n. n nW s p R ( R = ­S , and its closure, the ``principal symbol spaceq
of A'':
n n n ny1M s W ( B = ­S ( B = S : M. 3.5 .p q
 .  .Now 3.1 follows from Gelfand's theorem and Theorem 2.9. Also, 3.3
is a direct consequence of the definition of the joint essential spectrum.
 .Thus, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete once we can prove 3.2 which,
 .  . n nin view of 3.4 and 3.5 , follows from the inclusion ­ B = S : M. Theq
proof of this inclusion will require some preparations.
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let the potential q satisfy 2.1 , and 2.1 . Then there existsa b
N ) 0, such that
d d < < < < yd2r3 F q x q y rq x F 2, if x G N , y F q x . 3.6 .  .  .  .
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 .X  <  yd . <  . < < .Proof. First, by 2.1 i.e., = q s o 1 , as x ª ` , we can pick ab
<  yd . . < < <constant N ) 0 so large that = q z F 1r2, for z G N y 1. It then
< < < <follows that for x G N and y F 1,
yd yd < <q x q y y q x F y r2. .  .
Thus
d dq x rq x q y y 1 .  .
< < d < < < < ydF y q x r2 F 1r2, if x G N , y F q x . .  .
 .from which 3.6 follows. Q.E.D.
 .  .LEMMA 3.3. Let the potential q satisfy 2.1 and 2.1 . Then for eacha b
n  4z g R , there exists a bounded noncompact sequence u in H such that forn
j s 1, . . . , n, we ha¨e
y1r2lim q D y z u s 0. 3.7 . .j j n
nª`
` . 5 5  .  < < 4Proof. Pick f g C R with f s 1, and supp f : x: x F 1 . Also0
0 ny1 n 0  4for a fixed x g S , set x s r x , with an increasing sequence r suchn n
that with N as in Lemma 3.2 above, we have N F r - r - ???1 2
- r ª `, and r y r ) 2, for all n G 1. Now define the sequence ofn nq1 n
functions
nd r2 n n d n n :’u x s q x f x y x q x exp i x y x , z q x , 3.8 .  .  .  .  .  . .  /n
 : n < n <where ? , ? denotes the inner product in R . We then have x G N, and
5 5  .  .u s 1, for all n . Also, supp u l supp u s B, for n / n 9, so thatn n n 9
 4u is orthonormal. Now a computation givesn
qy1r2D y z u x s F x q G x , 3.9 .  .  .  . .j j n n n
with the functions
F x s yiqy1r2 x q nd r2 xn qd xn ­ f x y xn qd xn .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n j
= n :’exp i x y x , z q x , . /
1
y1 n :G x s q x ­ q x x y x , z u x . .  .  .  . .n j n2
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 .  .However, by 3.6 and condition 2.1 , we havea
3
d n y1r2 d n d dy1r2 dy1r2q x q x s q x rq x q x F q x s o 1 , .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
2
5 nd r2 n . . n . d  n ..5 5 5as n ª `, and q x ­ f x y x q x s ­ f . Therefore,j j
5 5F s o 1 , as n ª `. 3.10 .  .n
 . < n < d  n . d  . d  n .Next, on supp u , we have x y x q x F 1, and q x rq x F 2.n
Thus
< <1 z
n y1 n : < <x y x , z q x ­ q x F x y x =q x rq x .  .  .  .j2 2
y1yd< <F z =q x q x s o 1 , .  .  .
as n ª `, which implies that
5 5G s o 1 , as n ª `. 3.11 .  .n
 .  .  .  .Equation 3.7 now follows from 3.9 , 3.10 , and 3.11 . Q.E.D.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let the potential q satisfy 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 witha b
< <a s 2. Define the positi¨ e operator
L s qy1r2Hqy1r2 s yqy1r2 Dqy1r2 q 1, Dom L s C` R n , .  .0 0 0
 4  .and denote its self-adjoint closure by L. If u is the sequence 3.8 , then wen
ha¨e
2< <lim L y 1 q z u s 0. 3.12 . . n
nª`
In particular, with sp denoting the spectrum,
wsp L s 1, ` . . .
Proof. First, a computation gives
L y 1 u s yqy1r2 Dqy1r2 u . n n
12y1r2 y1r2 y3r2s q D u q q ­ q ­ q u .  . j n j j n2
i
y3r2 y1r2q q ­ q q D u . 3.13 . .  . j j n2
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y1r2  y3r2 .  .Now our assumptions on q imply that we have q ­ q ­ q s o 1 ,j j
y3r2  . < <and q ­ q s o 1 , as x ª `. It follows that the last two sums on thej
 .right side of 3.13 have norms converging to zero, as n ª `. Therefore,
 .the proof of 3.12 will be complete if we can show that
2y1r2 2lim q D y z u s 0. 3.14 . .j j n /
nª`
However,
2y1r2 2 y1r2 y1r2q D y z u s z q D y z u q q D F q G , . .  .j j n j j j n j n n /
 .with F and G as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Thus in view of 3.7 , ton n
 .prove 3.14 we need only show that
y1r2lim q D F q G s 0. .j n n
nª`
Now looking at qy1r2D F , note that if D lands on qy1r2, it produces thej n j
y3r2  . < <factor q ­ q s o 1 , as x ª `. If D lands on ­ f, then, modulo aj j j
constant factor, we get the term
qy1 x q nd r2 xn q2 d xn ­ 2f x y xn qd xn .  .  .  .  . . .j
n :’exp i x y x , z q x ª 0, as n ª `, . /
due to the fact that
2 d2 d n n 2 dy1q x rq x s q x rq x q x ª 0, as n ª `. .  .  .  .  . .
If D lands on the exponential, we get modulo a constant factor, the termj
 n : y1F x x y x , z q x ­ q x q z , .  .  . .n j j
 .which as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 has norm converging to zero, as
n ª `. Next, we look at qy1r2D G . Here, if D lands on qy1 ­ q, we getj n j j
the term
2y3r2 2 y5r2 n :q x ­ q x y q x ­ q x x y x , z u , .  .  .  . . /j j n
modulo a constant factor. However,
2y5r2 n y3r2 :q x ­ q x x y x , z u s 2 q x ­ q x G x .  .  .  .  . .j n j n
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 .has norm converging to zero, as n ª `, and on supp u .n
y3r2 2 n :q x ­ q x x y x , z .  . .j
y3r2yd 2< <F 2 z q x ­ q x ª 0, as n ª `, .  .j
 . < <by 2.2 , for a s 2. Finally, if D lands on u , we get the termj n
 . y3r2 . y1r2 .1r2 q ­ q q D u , whose norm vanishes as n ª `, due to thej j n
y3r2  . < <  .fact that q ­ q s o 1 , as x ª `. The proof of 3.14 is now complete.j
Q.E.D.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.5. Let q satisfy 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 , and define the sequencea b
of L2-functions
 4  4¨ s Lu , 3.15 .n n
 4with L and u as in Lemma 3.4. Then ¨ is a bounded noncompactn n
sequence, and for j s 1, 2, . . . , n,
y1r2lim q D y z ¨ s 0. 3.16 . .j j n
nª`
 4  .Proof. It is obvious that ¨ is a bounded noncompact orthogonaln
 .sequence. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, 3.16 may be reduced to showing
that for j, k s 1, 2, . . . , n,
2y1r2 y1r2 2lim q D q D y z z u s 0. 3.17 . .k j k j n /
nª`
 .  .The proof of 3.17 is similar to the proof of 3.14 , and uses exactly the
 . < <same arguments, together with the condition 2.2 for a s 3. We omit the
 .straightforward though somewhat tedious details. Q.E.D.
We are finally ready to prove the inclusion ­ Bn = Sn : M, which willq
complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 as well.
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let A be the Cordes algebra 1.2 , where the potential q
 .  .  .  < < .satisfies 2.1 , 2.1 , and 2.2 with a s 2, 3 . Then for each maximala b
 0 . n n < 0 <ideal `x , j , j g ­ B = S , where x s 1, and j ) 0, there is a0 q 0
 4bounded noncompact sequence ¨ in H, such that with 1 F j F n, andn
lim s lim , we ha¨en ª`
0 :lim x r x y x ¨ s lim A y j ¨ s lim A y j ¨ s 0. .  . .j j n 0 0 n j j n
3.18 .
 4  .Proof. Let ¨ be the sequence 3.15 , where we use z s jrj . Thenn 0
< < 2 y2  . w 1r2 xwe have 1 q z s j , so that 3.12 and the compactness of q , L0
imply
2 y1lim j y L ¨ s lim A q j A y j ¨ s 0. 3.19 .  .  . .0 n 0 0 0 0 n
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 .But A q j is Fredholm, due to j ) 0, and A q K G 0, so that 3.190 0 0 0
gives
1r2 1r2lim q L y j ¨ s lim Lq y j ¨ s 0. 3.20 . .  .0 n 0 n
In particular, note that we have
1r2 w xess-sp A s ess-sp q L s 0, 1 . .  .0
Next, for each j s 1, . . . , n, we have
1r2 y1r2 1r25 5 < <L D y j ¨ F Lq q D y z ¨ q z Lq y j ¨ , .  . .j j n j j n j 0 n
 . w xwhich together with 3.16 and the compactness of D , L implyj
lim D L y j ¨ s lim L D y j ¨ s 0. 3.21 . .  .j j n j j n
Finally, we obviously have
0 :lim x r x y x ¨ s 0. 3.22 . .j j n
 .  .  .  .Equation 3.18 now follows from 3.20 , 3.21 , and 3.22 , and the proof of
Theorem 3.1 is also complete. Q.E.D.
As a special case, we have the following
COROLLARY 3.7. Consider the Schrodinger operatorÈ
< < ` nH s yD q cosh 2 x , Dom H s C R . .  .0 0 0
Then the corresponding Cordes algebra
1r2n < <A s C* K, C B , cosh 2 x L , D L , . . . , D L .  . .1 n
s C* K, C Bn , e < x <L , D L , . . . , D L . .1 n
 2 ny1.has compact commutators and ArK ( C S . In particular, gi¨ en any
 . k < < apartial differential operator T s  a x cosh x D , where thekq < a < F N k , a
smooth coefficients a ha¨e continuous extensions to Bn, we ha¨e TLN g A,k , a
 2and hence the operator T , with domain the Sobole¨ space H s u g L :N
k < < a 2 < < 4cosh x D u g L , k q a F N is Fredholm if and only if its symbol
 . k a 2 ny1 a x j j ne¨er ¨anishes on M ( S .kq < a <sN k , a 0
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